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SUMMARY
The attached Resolution initiates the recommended Feed-in Tariff Plus Pilot Program
(FiT+ Pilot Program) and recommends that an ordinance be adopted to permit the
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP) and the Board of Water and
Power Commissioners (Board) to enter into contracts to purchase local renewable
energy from facilities combined with an electric energy storage system that also provide
for the use of energy generated by such renewable electric generation facilities to serve
customer load directly during a grid outage and to reduce customer energy consumption
from the grid as directed by LADWP.
Under the FiT+ Pilot Program, the LADWP will add up to 10 megawatts (MW) of
Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) through a competitive bidding process. These
DERs will dispatch stored renewable energy in a manner that optimizes the
deliverability during hours that are most beneficial for the deferral of distribution system
upgrades and for the reliability of the distribution grid within zones where such upgrades
would be otherwise required.
City Council approval is required per City Charter Sections 373 and 674.
RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Board adopt the attached Resolution recommending City
Council’s approval of an ordinance to amend Section 10.5.2 of Article 1 of Chapter 1 of
Division 10 of the Los Angeles Administrative Code (LAAC) and adopting the FiT+ Pilot
Program.

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED
The LADWP procures combined renewable photovoltaic (PV) solar and Battery Energy
Storage Systems (BESS) projects through large-scale development; however, these
projects are typically located outside of the Los Angeles area due to large land
requirements. The existing FiT Program does not include a mechanism to optimize
delivery of energy to the electric grid and does not allow the integration of BESS. The
FiT + Pilot Program encourages local development of combined PV solar and BESS
projects close to load demands, avoiding the losses associated with transmission and
distribution of power over long distances.
Unlike LADWP's local solar Net Energy Metering (NEM) program, energy delivered
through FiT+ Pilot Program facilities to LADWP’s electric grid is eligible for renewable
energy credits (RECs) and contributes to LADWP’s Renewable Portfolio Standard
(RPS) targets.
The LADWP’s alternatives would be to: (1) postpone the deployment of the FiT+ Pilot
Program or; (2) find alternative renewable PV solar and BESS procurement methods to
reduce system-level demand, provide reliable distribution energy, and contribute to
LADWP’s RPS targets.
Not adopting the Resolution may result in delayed or not realized goals associated with
the Mayor Eric Garcetti’s Green New Deal and Resilient LA plan. Additionally, not
adopting the Pilot Program may result in inefficient distribution system investments.
Specifically, the FiT+ Pilot Program is intended to defer traditional costly distribution
system upgrades via non-wires alternatives (NWAs). NWAs offer a simpler and
potentially more cost-efficient solution to traditional distribution investment options (e.g.
building new stations, upgrading circuits, building new distribution lines, etc.).
FINANCIAL INFORMATION
The FiT+ Pilot Program is intended to be part of LADWP’s current FiT Expansion
program budget. The FiT+ Pilot Program will be part of the initial FiT Expansion
allocation of 50 MW, with 40 MW used for traditional FiT projects and 10 MW used for
FiT+ projects. The FiT+ Pilot Program is expected to have a budget that is not to
exceed $4,200,000 in annual energy payments. Therefore, the combined FiT Expansion
and FiT+ Program will not exceed the budget limitations.
The LADWP will implement a competitive bidding process for the FiT+ Pilot Program to
ensure the process yields an adequate volume of projects and favorable pricing for
ratepayers.
LADWP staff recommends providing cash payments to FiT+ Pilot Program participants
equal to interconnection costs up to $150,000 per project. The price limits established
by LAAC Section 10.5.2 will apply to the combined total for energy purchase price plus
the interconnection cost payment.
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The budget, schedule, and rate impact of any future FiT+ Program beyond the Pilot will
be discussed when such program is proposed and considered by Board.
BACKGROUND
City Goals
On March 2, 2018, Mayor Garcetti released the Resilient Los Angeles Plan which
created a call to action for every Angeleno to contribute to the resilience of the City of
Los Angeles (City) categorized by 4 chapters, 15 goals, and 96 actions. Action 66 calls
for development of clean energy and smart grid infrastructure that is reliable in the face
of future climate impacts and hazards. Action 67 calls to expand combined solar and
energy storage pilots.
On February 12, 2019, Mayor Garcetti announced that LADWP will not repower OnceThrough-Cooling units at LADWP’s three major coastal natural-gas power plants,
accelerating the City’s transition to 100 percent clean energy by 2045 and putting the
City on track to meet carbon neutrality by 2050.
On April 29, 2019, the Mayor released Los Angeles’ Green New Deal—an update to the
2015 Sustainable City (pLAn)—with a strategy for achieving a zero-carbon grid and
delivering environmental justice and equity for all Angelenos. The pLAn specifically calls
on LADWP to expand the FiT Program and targets an increase in local solar to 900
1,500 MW by 2025, 1,500-1,800 MW by 2035, and 1,950 MW by 2050. Furthermore,
the Green New Deal calls to increase cumulative energy storage capacity by 2025,
2035, and 2050 to 1,654-1,750 MW, 3,000 MW, and 4,000 MW, respectively, with an
interim target of increasing cumulative MW of energy storage in 2021 to 1,428-1,524
MW. Finally, the Green New Deal calls to identify and prioritize new technology for
dispatchable and customer-side storage pilot projects.
On September 24, 2019, the Board adopted the existing FiT Expansion Program which
allocated 50 MW out of a potential 300 MW of capacity after LAAC Section 10.5.2 was
amended to increase available FiT capacity.
On February 20, 2020, Mayor Garcetti signed Executive Directive No. 25. which is
guided by the key principle that we must marry ecological preservation with
environmental justice and economic opportunity and focuses on the “Five Zeros’’ of
climate and clean air action- a zero carbon grid, zero carbon ground transportation, zero
carbon buildings, zero waste, and zero wasted water. The intent is to make the most
impacted communities experience the benefits of the work to make the City healthy,
prosperous and resilient.
On May 27, 2020, Los Angeles was ranked first among United States cities for total
installed solar PV capacity seven times over the last eight years in the Shining Cities
2020 report by Environment America Research & Policy Center and Frontier Group.
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Los Angeles has a total installed solar PV capacity of 483.8 MW, a 15 percent increase
compared to 2019. That amount of clean energy is enough to power approximately
134,000 homes and eliminate 280,000 metric tons of greenhouse gas emissions, the
equivalent of removing 60,150 gas-fueled cars off the road. The City also increased its
solar PV per capita by 16.2 watts (moving up from 105 watts per person to 121 watts
per person) a 15 percent increase over the prior year.
LADWP’s Energy Transition
As LADWP works toward the completion of the LA100 Study (100 percent Renewable
Energy Study) to determine what investments should be made to achieve its RPS
compliance targets, the integration of DERs is a consistent requisite for achieving
sufficient grid reliability. DERs address local needs for the in-basin generation to assist
with power quality, carbon footprint reduction, and resiliency aspects of the distribution
system. LADWP’s integration of local DERs will better align resource investments as
higher levels of renewable generation are achieved.
Within the broader utility sector, technological advancements and public policies are
encouraging greater adoption of DERs to meet electric system needs. Therefore, the
intent of the FiT + Pilot Program is to determine the optimal business strategies and
processes required to facilitate a broader, local DER deployment model that is
beneficial to LADWP’s electric system infrastructure and its ratepayers. LADWP seeks
to remain a vanguard of the utility industry regarding innovation and long term strategic
planning of resource deployments.
FiT+ Pilot Program Framework
Under the Guidelines, LADWP will integrate through a competitive bidding process up to
10 MW of DERs within the City of Los Angeles basin. These DERs will be integrated
into LADWP’s 4.8 kilovolt (kV) distribution system in a manner that optimizes the
deliverability of electricity generated during hours that are most beneficial for the
deferral of distribution system upgrades and for the reliability of the distribution grid
within three zones where such upgrades would be otherwise required (Zones). Pricing
terms will ensure that dispatch will occur during specific hours to reduce system-level
demand, and thus avoid or defer costly LADWP system upgrades.
The FiT + Pilot Program projects may also be designed to: (1) increase the reliability and
resiliency of the grid by allowing facility energy to be consumed on-site during a
potential LADWP grid outage (Resiliency); and (2) reduce customer energy
consumption from the grid during peak periods (Peak Shaving) in accordance with the
California Public Utilities Commission's (CPUCs) Self-Generation Incentive Program
(SGIP). By permitting such functionality, the BESS may be eligible for SGIP incentives,
thereby reducing developer costs which would otherwise be passed along to LADWP.
The FiT+ Pilot Program reallocates 10 MW of available capacity from the currently
available 50 MW of capacity from the FiT Expansion. Staff has worked closely with local
stakeholders and held numerous discussions on ways to maximize participation based
on lessons (earned and insights gained since the inception of the original FiT program.
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Based on staff’s lessons learned and considering stakeholder input, the framework for
the FiT+ Pilot Program is detailed below.
Zones
Through historical metering data tracked by LADWP, staff developed a methodology of
forecasting technical limitations and constraints of the LADWP distribution system.
Through data analytics, distribution circuits were visualized and prioritized by those
circuits which could most benefit from NWAs. NWAs offer a simpler and potentially
more cost-efficient solution to traditional distribution investment options (e.g., building
new stations, upgrading circuits, building new distribution lines, etc.).
As detailed in the Guidelines, LADWP’s FiT+ Pilot Program Zones focus on three
primary areas within the 4.8 kV distribution system, specifically identified based on
system requirements. These Zones are located in certain parts of South Los Angeles,
West Los Angeles, and the East Valley.
Low Solar Penetration Priority
To promote additional value to LADWP’s electric system, the FiT + Pilot Program will
target and provide priority enrollment in areas that have not been adequately reached
through other LADWP solar programs. To understand the existing solar distribution
within the LADWP’s service territory, quantitative analysis was performed on LADWP’s
Solar Incentive Program, resulting in the Solar Penetration metric. Identified areas of
low solar penetration correlate with higher CalEnviroScreen scores and are used to
identify Disadvantaged Communities (DACs). The FiT+ Pilot Program allocates capacity
to these communities that are impacted heavily by geographic, socioeconomic, public
health, and environmental hazards.
Hourly System Demand
The Fit+ Pilot Program is designed for the integration of DERs into LADWP’s electric
grid on an hourly basis in accordance with system constraints as determined by
Distribution Planning, DER Planning, and Integrated Resource Planning staff. A general
summary of LADWP’s distribution system needs, based on genera! seasons, are listed
below:
•

Summer/Fall: Discharge stored energy in the late afternoon/early evening to
reduce system-level demand on dispatchable generation.

•

Winter/Spring: Absorb FiT+ System energy during peak daylight hours to
reduce system-level overgeneration. Discharge stored energy in the evening to
reduce system-level demand on dispatchable generation.

Resiliency
To promote resiliency during grid outages, the FiT+ Pilot Program may enable FiT+
projects to serve critical on-site customer load in the event of a grid outage. To date, all
FiT energy has been sold to LADWP. This resiliency feature will allow facility energy to
be used by the LADWP customer when LADWP would not otherwise be able to provide
or receive energy to or from the location.
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Peak Shaving
The SGIP provides incentives to support existing, new, and emerging DERs through
2024. SGIP currently provides rebates, up to 1,000 dollars per kiloWatt-hour (kWh), for
qualifying BESS customers. Eligible LADWP customers can receive SGIP benefits
through the local SGIP program administrator, the Southern California Gas Company.
To be eligible for SGIP incentives, the CPUC requires energy storage systems to have
functionality that reduces demand from the LADWP grid by offsetting some of the on
site energy load during peak periods for grid demand. Systems should be able to
charge during low demand periods and discharge to on-site loads during high demand
periods, thereby reducing greenhouse gas emissions. The current SGIP incentive
covers a large portion of the expected BESS costs, typically as much as 60 percent of
today’s installed costs. A 100 kWh BESS would be eligible for $25,000 to $100,000 from
the SGIP.
The energy storage market is still in its infancy and associated costs are still at a
premium within the utility market. To lower LADWP’s costs while energy storage prices
decline (as similarly observed within the solar PV market), it is imperative that LADWP
allow FiT+ Pilot Program projects to leverage the SGIP incentives. Therefore, to
promote SGIP eligible facilities in the City, the FiT+ Pilot Program will enable FiT+
participants to implement Peak Shaving operations.
Foregoing of Environmental Attributes
LADWP will forego the environmental attributes produced by the facility during
Resiliency and Peak Shaving operations when facility energy will be delivered to on-site
customer load. However, Resiliency and Peak Shaving operations will add value to
LADWP by providing the opportunity to: (1) leverage incentives to lower FiT+ Pilot
Program energy costs; (2) reduce greenhouse gas emissions; and (3) reduce customer
load for LADWP’s RPS compliance target.
Resiliency operations are expected to be minimal throughout the FiT+ Pilot Program
due to LADWP’s resiliency and reliability ratings. Peak Shaving Operations will only be
permitted for SGIP Eligible projects and limited to the minimum SGIP requirements to
recover incentives (permitted only during the first five years of the BESS operation and
limited to 104 full discharges annually). The proposed FiT+ Pilot Program is expected to
produce net positive benefits for its ratepayers.
LADWP Business Policies
Pursuant to the FiT+ Pilot Program Guidelines, compliance with the applicable City of
Los Angeles business policies, found in Division 10 of the Los Angeles Administrative
Code, will be required as a condition of executing the FIT+ COPPA rather than at the
time of bidding/applying to the Program to minimize barriers for smaller projects.
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Exclusivity
In no event shall any FiT+ Pilot Program project be permitted to sell energy to any
person other than the LADWP. This includes energy provided under Resiliency or Peak
Shaving circumstances.
Competitive Pricing
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

The FiT+ Pilot Program will consist of three tranches totaling 10 MW (refer to
Table 3). LADWP reserves the right to reward less than the full amount
designated for each tranche.
Each tranche will consist of a time window to allow for sealed bids to be
submitted for evaluation.
Developer experience will be required to prevent unrealistic bids and mitigate
project failure rates.
Each proposal will be ranked in accordance with their submitted Base Price of
Energy (BPE).
Cost competitive proposals will be further evaluated to determine estimated
interconnection costs; those with lower overall Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE)
to LADWP (interconnection costs combined with BPE) will be selected.
Any remaining capacity under each tranche for which a contract has not been
offered may be reoffered under the existing tranche or will be applied to the
subsequent tranche.
LADWP reserves the right to not select any proposals within a specified tranche.
In the event no proposals are selected for a given tranche, LADWP will rebid the
tranche.

In the event any bids are equal in all cost respects and insufficient capacity remains
available for all such bids in the applicable tranche, at LADWP’s discretion the contract
may be awarded by random lottery among the equal bids or by using capacity allocated
for a future tranche.
Base Price of Energy and Multiplier Table
The FiT+ Pilot Program will consist of three tranches totaling 10 MW. During each
tranche, the developer will submit a proposal(s) which includes a Base Price of Energy
(BPE). That price will be used with a pre-defined Time-of-Delivery multiplier table that is
based on the preferred Zones of development.
The FiT + Pilot Program pricing structure will utilize the BPE and multiplier tables below
to increase delivery of energy to LADWP at specific time periods. These multipliers are
based on times when LADWP needs energy in the respective Zones.
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East Valley and West LA Multiplier Table
Season

Months

Hours

Multiplier

Winter/Spring

November 1st - May 31st

5pm - 10pm

2.Ox

Summer/Fall

June 1st - October 31st

3pm - 8pm

3.Ox

All Other Times

1.0x

Table 1
South LA Multiplier Table
Season
Winter/Spring
Summer/Fall

Hours

Months

Multiplier

November 1st - May 31st 5pm - 10pm

2.Ox

5pm - 10pm

3.Ox

June 1st - October 31st

All Other Times

1 .Ox

Table 2
Tranche Segmentation
Category

Tranche A

Tranche B

Tranche C

Eligible
Zones

South LA
East Valley

South LA
East Valley

South LA
East Valley
West LA

Tranche
Capacity

3 MW

3 MW

4 MW

Table 3

Developer Requirements
To ensure project success and to minimize impacts to LADWP’s resources, applicants
who wish to participate in the FiT + Pilot Program must meet specified minimum
requirements. Each developer must:
•

•
•

Have at least one year of solar installation experience and developed one solar
and energy storage project greater than 30 kilowatts (kW) alternating current
(AC) in operation within the United States.
Submit a development security deposit of $100 per kW of installed capacity
Submit an application fee, integration study fee, and interconnection feasibility
study fee
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Due to operational needs, a waiver to the Executive Directive No. 4 process was granted
by the Mayor’s Office to LADWP on November 12, 2020.
ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINATION
Determine item is exempt pursuant to California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
Guidelines 15060(c)(3). In accordance with this section, an activity is not subject to
CEQA if it does not meet the definition of a project. Section 15378(b)(4) states that
government fiscal activities which do not involve any commitment to any specific project
which may result in a potentially significant physical impact on the environment do not
meet that definition. Therefore, the initiation of the FiT + Pilot Program to enter into
power purchase agreements is not subject to CEQA.
CITY ATTORNEY
The Office of the City Attorney reviewed and approved the Competitive Offer Power
Purchase Agreement, Resolution, and Interconnection Agreement (IA) as to form and
legality.
ATTACHMENTS
Resolution
Ordinance
Guidelines
FiT + COPPA
FiT+ IA
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